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Case Studies
From previous projects

Lead UX Designer at NOW TV  

/// Global Navigation Model for NOW TV

 
Product Design Lead at Karhoo 

/// A White Label Mobility Platform

Sabbatical Project  

/// SoundCircles

Interaction Designer at Nokia’s HERE Maps  

/// Smart Directions & 3D Map Interfaces  



NOW TV

 
My Role

As UX Lead at Sky I  
developed a new  
navigation structure for 
NOW TV, including a 
concept for a brand new 
landing experience. 

Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 



NOW TV

Movie Entertainment Sports Kids

The Challenge 
Initially the NOW TV domains 
were presented as individual 
products. Our question: How can 
we help users finding content they 
are looking for or exploring new 
things to watch? 

Success Metric/ Key KPI’s  
Number of playouts and variety  
of shows watched per user

Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 



NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

Main Objective 
Get customers quickly to  
the content they love



INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE SKETCHING INTERACTIONS

EXPLORATION 
How can we create a navigation model which works across all platforms and content-types for NOW TV? 

Global Navigation Model for NOW TV
NOW TV 

NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

Sketching Interactions

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE SKETCHING INTERACTIONS

EXPLORATION 
How can we create a navigation model which works across all platforms and content-types for NOW TV? 

Global Navigation Model for NOW TV
NOW TV 



Product Pages

Product Marketing Page
NOW TV BOX

Movie Entertainment

Sign-in-Page

Marketing

Join Now-Page

START TRIAL

SIGN UP + BOX SELLING
(No Account)

BOX ONLY
(With Account)

click on o!er

click on 
“join now”

click on 
“sign-in”

click on “buy month” pass

? why not

Why not
direct 
access? 

Sign-up Page

WATCH.NOWTV.COM E!MAIL VODAFONE

Signed-in

SKY ID CLIENT

Transfer Page Buy a box

Open Website on TV?  

Sports

NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

Navigation modeling for the 
NOW TV sign-up flow 

      



THE CHALLENGE 
+RZ�FDQ�ZH�KHOS�XVHUV�À�QG�QHZ�WKLQJV�WR�ZDWFK"

SOLUTION
&UHDWH�D�QHZ�12:79�QDYLJDWLRQ�VWUXFWXUH�WR�KHOS�
VLPSOLI\�WKH�QDYLJDWLRQ�PRGHO�DQG�FUHDWH�D�SHUVRQDOLVHG�
H[SHULHQFH��+RZ�ZRXOG�WKLV�VWUXFWXUH�ORRN�OLNH�DFURVV�DOO�
SODWIRUPV��WY��ZHE�DQG�PRELOH�"�

MY CONTRIBUTION 
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NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

Prototype 

I prototyped a new landing 
experience in Framer on a 
wireframe basis. 
 
I used it to run small iterative 
tests for micro-interactions 
on usertesting.com. 

https://framer.cloud/cGneE/index.html

https://framer.cloud/cGneE/index.html


Desktop App Website Tablet Mobile

NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

Wireframes for all platforms



NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

User testing 

We tested our new landing 
page and the navigation 
model which came with it in 
several countries.  
I flew to Italy to observe how 
users would interact with our 
offering and we noticed 
significant differences 
between countries which 
informed our final approach. 



NOW TV
Global Navigation Model for NOW TV 

Impact on Playouts (our Key KPI) 
+ 77 % on Desktop 
+ 120 % on Tablet Web  
+ 150% on Mobile Web



A Whitelabel Mobility Platform
Karhoo



A Whitelabel Mobility Platform

Context 

Karhoo is a mobility start-up, owned 
by Renault combining a mobility 
marketplace (comparable to 
Skyscanner) with bus pooling 
software for public transport apps. 
 
My job at Karhoo is to shape the UX 
for the Karhoo software range as a 
white label product  while working 
with external partners to integrate in 
their experiences.  
 
I  work in a distributed team based 
in London, Paris, New York, Krakow 
and Minsk

Karhoo



The challenge 

Create high quality mobility experiences for as many 
partners as possible. 

A Whitelabel Mobility Platform
Karhoo

Success metrics

Increase number of trips being booked on our platform. 
Reduce time to create an experience by designing flexible 
modules for our partners to adapt to their experiences.  
Reduce number of complaints from end customers by delivering 
a pleasant white label experience. 



Final Mobile UI
Karhoo



Interaction Modelling with Wireframes for iOS
Karhoo



Interaction Modelling with Wireframes for Web
Karhoo



A White Label Dashboard
Karhoo



White Labelled Components  
Karhoo



Karhoo
A White Label Booker for Every Brand



Facebook 
Activity

NON-COMMERCIAL/ ACADEMIC PROJECT 
This was an academic project during a sabbatical while working at Nokia. I worked on it from the beginning to the end. 

Search terms flocking and shaping circles 

Visual Research: Brighton Pier, 2013  

Portsmouth School of Art and Design 
SoundCircles 

ACADEMIC DESIGN PROBLEM
:H�SURGXFH�D�ORW�RI�GDWD�HYHU\GD\�ZKLFK�Á�RDWV�DURXQG�WKH�GLJLWDO�ZRUOG�DQG�
shapes our public persona which we have little control. How can we get back in 
touch with this second-self and understand its dynamics? When scraping data for 
P\�QDPH��VFUDSLQJ� �D�SURFHVVLQJ�VFULSW�FUHDWLQJ�WH[W�À�OHV�IURP�JRRJOH�VHDUFKHV��
a lot of times the term Berlin was sourced and transformed into a tag.                              

I connected my emotions with this tag via sound and 
colour, and re-used what I called emotional sound-circles 
in IoT devices to remind me of the feeling I had when 
creating "Berlin-data". 
More info: soundcircles.markusburkardt.de

Sabbatical Project
Sound Circles 

Project during a three months sabbatical while working at Nokia

Portsmouth School of Art and Design 
SoundCircles 



Facebook 
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This was an academic project during a sabbatical while working at Nokia. I worked on it from the beginning to the end. 
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I connected my emotions with this tag via sound and 
colour, and re-used what I called emotional sound-circles 
in IoT devices to remind me of the feeling I had when 
creating "Berlin-data". 
More info: soundcircles.markusburkardt.de

Context 
How can we get back in touch with our digital-self and understand its dynamics? I 
created an installation which allows its users to map their own data and interact with 
these data via color and sound.
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Sabbatical Project
Sound Circles 



Portsmouth School of Art and Design 
SoundCircles 

http://issuu.com/portsmouthgraphicdesign/docs/universityofportsmouthadshowcase

IMPACT 
The project was showcased in a university brochure to promote a new data visualisation design course at the university

The project was showcased in a university brochure to promote a new data 
visualisation design course at the University of Portsmouth
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Sound Circles 



Nokia’s HERE Maps 
Smart Directions for HERE.com 

From A to B and all the stories in between:  
Helping users to explore the world and to make sense of it. 

Nokia's HERE Maps
Smart Directions for HERE.com

The smart directions workstream was 
part of a general re-design for HERE

http://HERE.com


The challenge  
How can we help people to find their destination  
and explore new places?  

The solution  
A smart route planner which automatically generates  
the best route for a place while considering 
recommendations from social graphs and other data. 

My contribution  
Information architecture, interaction and  
information design, design research, prototyping

From A to B and all the stories 
in between: Helping users to 
explore the world and to make 
sense of it. 

THE CHALLENGE 
+RZ�FDQ�ZH�KHOS�SHRSOH�WR�ÀQG�WKHLU� 
destination in an unknown place? How 
can we help people to make sense of a 
city/ an area?

THE SOLUTION
A route planner which automatically  
generates the best route for a place while 
considering recommendations from social 
graphs and and even allows to do social 
route-plannings.  

MY CONTRIBUTION
information architecture, interaction and  
information design, design research,  
prototyping One-day research from a hack day  

project 

Nokia's HERE Maps
Smart Directions for HERE.com

Draft of how map displays 
can work across different 
platforms. 

SKETCHING OUT USER EXPERIENCES

Nokia's HERE Maps
Smart Directions for HERE.com

Nokia’s HERE Maps 
Smart Directions for HERE.com 

http://HERE.com


INTERACTION DESIGN

'HWDLOHG�VSHFLÀFDWLRQ�RI�D� 
route planner. 

Nokia's HERE Maps
Smart Directions for HERE.com

Detailed specification for a route planner interaction 

Nokia’s HERE Maps 
Smart Directions for HERE.com 

http://HERE.com


NOW TV 

PROTOTYPE



Nokia's HERE Maps
3D Maps

Nokia’s HERE Maps 
3D Maps



ABOUT 
In order to test the potential of a new 3D mapping technique 
we worked with a start-up based in Stockholm. 
We tested a limited data set for 13 cities. 

THE CHALLENGE 
Integrate a limited 3D data test set to maps.nokia.com 
(later: maps.here.com). Explore its potential to enhance the 
HERE Maps user experience. 

RESULT 
We created the concept of a travel guide which was 
curated by editors and allowed the user to explore selected 
cities in 3D. 

MY CONTRIBUTION 
Workshop facilitation in Stockholm and Berlin, 
concept design, interaction design and 
information architecture

Interaction Design for 3D Data 

Interaction Design for 3D Data  - Lo-Fi 

Nokia's HERE Maps
3D Maps

About 
In order to test the potential of a new 3D 
mapping technique we worked with a 
start-up based in Stockholm. 

The Challenge 
Integrate a limited 3D data test-set for 13 
cities on maps.nokia.com  
(later: maps.here.com).  
Explore its potential to enhance the 
HERE Maps user experience. 

Nokia’s HERE Maps 
3D Maps



Nokia's HERE Maps
3D Maps
Find better routes 
How to discover the world with a new kind of 3D map data?

Result  
We created the concept of a travel 
guide which was curated by editors 
and allowed the user to explore 
selected cities in 3D. 

My Contribution  
Workshop facilitation in Stockholm 
and Berlin, concept design, 
interaction design and information 
architecture 

Nokia’s HERE Maps 
3D Maps
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